All the expertise you’ll ever need

You never know what’s around the corner, and sometimes you need to enlist expert help to overcome obstacles in your path.

With a focus on reliability and rich experience of the dental industry’s inner workings, the ASPD excels in delivering practical advice on its promise of industry-specific solutions.

Since some problems require an approach from many different angles, ASPD members can confidently recommend their fellow members and work together to develop flexible, tailor-made strategies. The ASPD gives you access to professionals from a variety of disciplines, including:

- Dentists
- Financial advisors
- Insurance brokers
- Valuers and sales agencies
- Accountants
- Leasing and finance companies
- Practice development

Taking Technicians to the Top

‘Luke Barnett The Precise Art of Technical Dentistry’ were proud to sponsor the British Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry (BACD) Fifth Annual Meeting held in Birmingham on the 13th to the 15th November 2008.

Luke Barnett began his career in Technical Dentistry and specialised in dental ceramics. He set up his own business in 1985, now a state of the art facility in Watford, Hertfordshire. Luke is on the Sub Committee and Board of Examiners with the BACD and the Laboratory Committee Board of Directors, and a sustaining member of the American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry.

Whilst being passionate about general Crown and Bridge work, his approach to cosmetic dental treatments involves careful planning for minimally invasive solutions. The BACD is open to all dental professionals including dental technicians who play an increasing role in today’s cosmetic treatments. Luke the BACD Luke believes that dental professionals learn to enjoy the rewards of sitting comfortably.

DentoCare is a world leader in the manufacturing of ergonomic seating for the dental market with over 20 years experience. We are dedicated to the treatment of oral and dental problems and are committed to delivering clinical excellence through education and professional development.

No Pain is your gain!

Look across any practice or reception area and the chances are you’ll see staff slouched on their chair in a position guaranteed to deliver a lifetime of bad backs, sore necks and painful shoulders.

Over 9.5 million working days are lost annually in the UK due to back problems and most of these could be saved by sitting in a better position more of the time.

Sitting in comfort whilst working is easy to achieve with the ergonomically designed DynamosSeat and InCharge stools from Evident. These wonderful stools automatically correct your seating position, providing the perfect balance, maximum support and comfort, ensuring you work in comfort all day long.

We are so confident you’ll benefit from sitting on a DynamosSeat or InCharge stool; we’re offering a Free 2 week in

For more information please contact Paterson Health Group on 01594 855007 or e-mail sales@paterson.ltd.uk.

IDH Celebrate 10-Year Milestone

Integrated Dental Holdings (IDH) would like to congratulate the Keighly team reaching their 10-year milestone. Being committed to professional standards, achieving results and always working as a team are just some of the qualities that have helped the Keighly team achieve this monumental success.

As one of the UK’s leading dental groups with 2 million patients and a network of over 250 practices nationwide, IDH offer outstanding resources and support with patient-focused practices and always offer superb service.

This is an incredible accomplishment and IDH would like to thank the team for all their effort and dedication. They have worked extremely hard and have constantly provided excellent service all these years. IDH look forward to celebrating the next 10 years with the team.

With over 1500 professionals, including over 850 dentists, IDH has a support infrastructure and facilities like no other dental group. No one will work harder to ensure these high standards are delivered.

To find out more about IDH, please call Gemma Bradshaw on 01204 799 751 or email: gbradshaw@integrateddentalservices.co.uk.